We present the analysis of four 3.6 cm radio continuum archival observations of Orion obtained using the Very Large Array in its A-configuration, with 0.
INTRODUCTION
The Orion Nebula (NGC 1976, M42) is the closest region of massive star formation, and it is associated with a variety of compact objects that include stars, nebulae, and masers, as well as infrared, optical and X-rays sources (Gaume et al. 1998 , Ali & Depoy 1995 , O'Dell & Wen 1994 , and Garmire et al. 2000 . It is the best studied region of its class. A recent summary of the properties of Orion is given by O'Dell (2001) .
The early identification by Laques & Vidal (1979) of six unresolved objects near θ 1 Ori C, determined to be high ionization emission line sources, and subsequent studies in the radio by Garay et al. (1987) , Churchwell et al. (1987) , and Felli et al. (1993a; 1993b) , among others, suggested that possibly these objects were compact neutral clouds photoionized externally by θ 1 Ori C. The observations of these and similar sources in Orion with the HST by O'Dell et al. (1993) , established their nature as externally ionized proto-planetary disks (proplyds). We refer the reader to Henney & Arthur (1998) for a detailed description of the propylds.
In this paper we present an analysis of radio continuum VLA archival observations of Orion, made at 3.6 cm in the highest angular resolution configuration A. One of the purposes of our analysis was to produce a deeper image that could reveal additional faint radio sources to those previously reported in the literature. Indeed, we detected 77 compact radio sources, 39 of which are new centimeter detections.
A region in Orion that has received considerable attention in recent years is OMC-1S (Keene, Hildebrand, & Whitcomb 1982; Bally, O'Dell & McCaughrean 2000) , because it shows remarkable outflow activity. However, the identification of the exciting sources of these outflows remains unclear. We have used our deep, averaged image to search for continuum sources in this region.
OBSERVATIONS
We have used 3.6 cm archival data from the Very Large Array of the NRAO 1 in its A-array configuration to study the cluster of radio sources in Orion and to search for new, fainter objects in a sensitive image made from concatenating all the data. The region was observed on 1994 April 29, 1995 July 22, 1996 November 21, and 1997 January 11. The amplitude calibrator was 1331+305, with an adopted flux density of 5.18 Jy, and the phase calibrator was 0501−019, for all epochs except 1995, when 0541−056 was used. The HPFW of the primary beam was 6
′ . In Table 1 we present a summary of the observations.
The data were analyzed in the standard manner using the package AIPS of NRAO. The data were also self-calibrated in phase and amplitude for each epoch. Individual images were made at each epoch to search for variability between the epochs observed. To diminish the effects of extended emission, we used only visibilities with baselines longer than 100 kλ, thus suppressing the emission of structures larger than ∼2
′′ . Images were made with the ROBUST parameter of IMAGR set to 0, to obtain an optimal compromise between sensitivity and angular resolution. In a region of 4 ′ × 4 ′ , we detected a total of 54 sources in one or more of these individual images; the positions and integrated flux densities of these sources for each epoch are given in Table 2 . We also list if they have been detected previously in the centimeter range.
To obtain a deeper image, the four individual maps were restored with a beam of 0.
′′ 32 × 0. ′′ 24; PA = 0 • , the largest beam of the four individual maps. The four maps were then averaged with relative weights corresponding to the rms of each map. The resulting image had an rms of 0.03 mJy beam −1 and 23 additional sources were detected above the 5-σ level, in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 mJy. Given its weakness, these 23 additional sources could not have been detected in previous observations. The positions and integrated flux densities of these sources are given in Table 3 .
The position of most of the sources detected is shown in Figure 1 , overlapped on the Hα image of O'Dell & Wong (1996) . Seven of the 77 centimeter sources fall outside of the region shown in Figure 1 . Following Fomalont et al. (2002) , we estimate that in a field of 4 ′ × 4 ′ the a priori number of expected 3.6 cm sources above 0.1 mJy is ∼0.6. We then conclude that probably one out of the 77 sources could be a background object, but that we are justified in assuming that practically all the members of the radio cluster are associated with Orion.
OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE OF RADIO SOURCES

New Centimeter Detections
Out of the 77 radio sources detected, 39 are new centimeter detections. These 39 new centimeter sources are the 16 sources without a GMR denomination in Table 2 and all 23  sources in Table 3 . Most of the new 39 sources are, as expected, quite faint. The exceptions are sources 1 and 33 that reach a few mJy at least in one of the epochs observed. Source 1 is relatively away from the Orion cluster and was probably detected previously but simply not reported assuming it is not related to Orion (see discussion in section 4).
Counterparts at Other Wavelengths
In Table 4 we list the counterparts of the radio sources at near-IR, visible and X-ray wavelengths from the surveys of Ali & Depoy (1995) , O'Dell & Wen (1994) , and Feigelson et al. (2002) , respectively. Other counterparts, when found in the SIMBAD database, are listed in the last column. A counterpart was taken as such if its position was within 1 ′′ of the radio position. The radio positions are estimated to be accurate to ∼ 0.
′′ 05. Source numbering was assigned based on increasing right ascension.
Only 9 out of the 77 sources (1, 11, 15, 24, 25, 26, 27, 35 , and 54) do not have a counterpart previously reported in the literature. These 9 sources have flux densities in the range of 0.20 to 2.96 mJy. Their nature is unclear, but we speculate that they may be highly obscured protostars that remain undetectable even at near-IR wavelengths. Centimeter emission, either thermal or non-thermal, can result from a variety of mechanisms present in low-and high-mass star forming regions, as discussed by Rodríguez, Gómez, & Reipurth (2003) .
Of the 77 centimeter sources, 49 have a near-IR counterpart, while 46 are detected in the visible, and 38 in X-rays. A few of the sources have reported millimeter counterparts or are associated with H 2 O masers (see Table 4 ). Because of the orientation of the Orion nebula, with the main ionization front lying in front of the more distant and more opaque PDR, any bright proplyds we detect in the radio can be expected to be visible optically, since they lie in the relatively unobscured ionized gas. This in turn suggests that radio sources without an optical counterpart may be non-thermal sources rather than proplyds. In fact, of the 19 radio sources without optical counterparts that were detected in the images from individual epochs, 16 are variable, further supporting the idea that they are non-thermal.
Systematic Obscuration?
The sources at the west of the region seem to be systematically more obscured than those at the east. If we take the first 30 sources in Table 4 , we find that only 8 (27%) have a visible counterpart, while if we take the last 47 sources, we find that 38 (81%) have a visible counterpart. This could be attributed to the fact that the main ionization front of Orion is closer to us in the SW of the nebula and that more stars could be embedded in the PDR behind the ionization front in this direction (Wen & O'Dell 1995) .
Time Behavior
In Table 4 we also note if the radio sources are time variable (above a level of 30%). Of the total of 54 sources detected in one or more of the individual epochs, 36 show time variability (by more than 30%) between the observed epochs. The time behavior of the radio sources in Orion has been studied in detail by Felli et al. (1993a) , where flux densities are reported for 13 epochs at two wavelengths for observations made over a seven-month span in 1990. In particular, we confirm the remarkable stability of source 59 (their source 6), that was used by them as a secondary reference source for flux calibration. This confirmation supports the reliability of our time monitoring.
On the other hand, a more detailed comparison of our results with those of Felli et al. (1993a) reveals new aspects of the time behavior of the sources. Felli et al. (1993a) firmly identify 13 objects as constant, thermal sources: their objects 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 16, 17, 19, B, I, and K (corresponding to our sources 71, 65, 61, 59, 52, 48, 42, 53, 60, 74, 12, 19, and 55, respectively) . We find that 8 out of these 13 sources are indeed non variable (see Table 4 ). There is then an apparent discrepancy in sources 53, 60, 74, 19, and 55 (our nomenclature) in the sense that Felli et al. (1993a) find them to be constant while we find them to be variable. However, a revision of Table 2 shows that the five latter sources have relatively smooth variation over the several years covered by our study. We then tentatively conclude that these sources are slowly variable, on a timescale of years, and thus could not become evident in the Felli et al. (1993a) study that had a duration of seven months. Felli et al. (1993a) also firmly classify another 13 objects as nonthermal, variable, stellar emitters: their sources 4, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 23, 25, A, C, F, G, H (corresponding to our sources 64, 45, 43, 41, 40, 49, 47, 38, 6, 14, 76, 73, and 18, respectively) . We find that 8 out of these 13 sources are indeed variable. Again, there is an apparent discrepancy in sources 64, 45, 43, 40, and 38 (our nomenclature) in the sense that Felli et al. (1993a) find them to be variable while we find them to be constant. We speculate that these sources are a combination of thermal, constant emission with a nonthermal variable contribution that during our observations was either off or had constant flux density.
Source 55 (source K in the nomenclature of Felli et al. 1993a ) has been rising steadily in flux density between 1994 and 1997. It is also interesting that source 56, located at only ∼1 ′′ east of source 55 and first reported here, also shows a monotonic increase in its flux density from 1994 to 1997 (see Table 2 and Figure 2 ). We speculate that these two sources are being externally photoionized by a source with time variable ionizing flux or that the increase in radio flux density of source 55 is producing an increase in the ionization of source 56. In Figure 2 it can be seen that source 56 is bow-shaped and roughly points to the Trapezium region, confirming the proplyd identification given by Bally et al. (1998) .
Circular Polarization
Only one of the sources, number 6, showed clear evidence of circular polarization at levels of −10, +5, +10, and −4 percent for 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997, respectively . We use here the convention that left-handed circular polarization is given as negative, while right-handed circular polarization is given as positive.
COMMENTS ON SELECTED INDIVIDUAL SOURCES
In this section we briefly discuss sources that presented interesting characteristics that have not been presented in the rest of the paper.
Source 1
This relatively bright source has no reported counterpart in the literature. Given its flux density of ∼3 mJy, the probability of it being an extragalactic source in the region of 4 ′ × 4 ′ considered is only ∼0.01, suggesting it is associated with Orion but it has been missed in previous studies given its relatively large displacement from the center of the cluster.
Source 6 = GMR A
This bright and time-variable radio source was discussed in detail by Garay et al. (1987) and Felli et al. (1993a) and is known as GMR A. It has near-IR and X-ray counterparts but no known visible counterpart (Felli et al. 1993a) . Recently, it presented a spectacular flare at millimeter and X-ray wavelengths (Bower et al. 2003; Nakanishi et al. 2003; Getman et al. 2003 ). Our centimeter data shows that the source presented a large increase, of about 30 (from 1.31 to 56.6 mJy), between 1996 and 1997. As noted before, this source shows large percentages of circular polarization that combined with its large variability indicates that the emission has a gyrosynchrotron nature.
Source 47
This source was detected by us only in 1996 at the faint level of 0.85 mJy. However, it is source 23 in Felli et al. (1993a) , where it was found to exceed 20 mJy at 6 cm in August of 1990. It seems to be then a highly variable source.
Source 54
We did not find a reported counterpart for this radio source in the literature. However, in Figure 1 we can see that there is an optical object associated with it. The radio morphology of the source (see Fig. 3 ) suggests it is a proplyd, with its tail pointing to the north, away from the Trapezium.
PROPLYDS
Using the table of proplyds of O'Dell & Wen (1994) , we find that 26 of the centimeter sources (numbers 20, 23, 28, 30, 34, 37, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 52, 53, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 68, and 72) are coincident with objects identified as proplyds. In the region shown in Figure 1 , O'Dell & Wen (1994) report a total of 33 proplyds, of which we detect 26 of them. The nature of the 7 "optical" proplyds without a radio counterpart (objects 139−320, 144−334, 163−322, 168−309, 168−326N, 171−315, and 191−350 in O'Dell & Wen [1994] ) is unclear.
As expected from the externally ionized nature of the proplyds, these sources show no or modest (less than a factor of two) time variability with the exception of sources 30, 41, 44, 47, and 68. Source 30 corresponds to the proplyd 154−324 of O'Dell & Wen (1994) , who identify it as a semistellar, circularly symmetric proplyd with a star associated. We believe that the radio variability could be explained if the emission is coming mostly from the magnetosphere of the associated star. Source 41 corresponds to the proplyd 158−314 of O'Dell & Wen (1994) , with an unclear morphology due to saturation and associated with an IR star. The radio and optical positions are coincident within a few tenths of arcsec with the Trapezium O7 star θ 1 Ori A (=V1016 Ori = HD 37020). This star is well known to be very variable in the radio (Felli et al. 1991; 1993a) . We then attribute the bright, time-variable radio emission not to a possibly associated proplyd but to emission associated with the star θ 1 Ori A. Source 68 corresponds to the proplyd 173−341 of O'Dell & Wen (1994) , with a semistellar size and elongated morphology with diffuse boundary. Again, the time variable radio emission could be coming from an active magnetosphere. We have no explanation for the variability observed in sources 44 and 47.
The morphology seen in the optical for the proplyds is also evident in the radio image. In Figs Wen 1994 ). The first object shows a thin tail, while the second shows a wide tail. From hydrodynamical considerations, Dyson, Hartquist, & Biro (1993) and Falle et al. (2002) attribute this difference in morphology to the speed of the wind impacting on the proplyds. If the wind is supersonic, the tail occupies a sizable opening angle, while if the wind is subsonic (presumably due to mass loading in the trajectory between the star and the proplyd), the tail is thin. Cantó et al. (1998) have included the effects of the shadowing of photoionizing radiation by the proplyds, concluding that the appearance of the tails is also influenced by whether or not the shadowed region is optically thick to the scattered Lyman continuum radiation emanating from recombinations of H II within the surrounding nebula. This model was used by O'Dell (2000) to explain his Orion observations. We finally note that sources 32, 56, 63, and 69 in the northeastern part of Figure 1 have a bow-shaped morphology pointing roughly to the Trapezium region. Indeed, all four sources are identified by Bally et al. (1998) as proplyds. An image of source 56 is shown in Fig. 2 , while source 63 is shown in Fig. 6 .
SOURCES IN OMC-1S
A region in Orion that has received considerable attention in recent years is OMC-1S. Located about 1 ′ to the SW of the Trapezium, it is about one-tenth as bright as the BN-KL region in the 1.3 mm thermal radiation of dust (Mezger, Zylka, & Wink 1990 ′′ 0. The best candidate for the source of this remarkable outflow activity is the heavily embedded object TPSC-1 (Lada et al. 2000) , which is seen only in the near-infrared L (=3.5 µm) band.
Within ∼ 30
′′ of the OOS there are reported two centers of CO outflows. A high velocity molecular outflow of about 100 km s −1 expels material to the NW (blueshifted) and SE (redshifted) (Rodríguez-Franco et al. 1999) , and the blueshifted lobe is associated with the HH 625 optical flow. The center of this high velocity CO outflow is located at α(2000) = 05
h 35 m 13. s 5; δ(2000) = −05
• 23 ′ 53 ′′ . A more extended, low-velocity (5 km s −1 ) bipolar molecular outflow is oriented NE (blueshifted)-SW (redshifted) (Schmid-Burgk et al. 1990 ). The center of this CO outflow seems to coincide with the 1.3 mm continuum source FIR4 (Mezger et al. 1990 In particular, no centimeter sources have been reported in association with any of these three centers of outflow activity. Our deep 3.6 cm image of Orion reveals the presence of two faint sources (13 and 15) located near (at ∼ 7 ′′ and 4 ′′ , respectively) of the OOS, but not exactly coincident with it (see Fig. 7 ). We also detect for the first time a cm source (source 10, see Fig. 8 ) that is coincident within the millimeter positional error (∼ 2 ′′ ) with FIR4, the presumed exciting source of the low-velocity CO outflow. Since we only have flux densities for these sources at one wavelength (3.6 cm), we cannot advance significantly in the interpretation of their nature.
A FILAMENTARY RADIO STRUCTURE NEAR OMC-1S
Of the four data sets used, only the 1995 observations were made with short spacings that could allow the proper imaging of extended (≥ 2 ′′ ) structures. An image made with this data set alone shows the presence of an elongated structure near OMC-1S (see Fig.  9 ). The radio morphology of this source is suggestive of a radio jet, however it could be as well a sharp ionization front. The optical image (see Fig. 9 ) favors the latter interpretation since there is practically no emission on the southern side of the structure (presumably the neutral region), while there is extended emission to the north. The filament appears to be part of a larger, spur-like structure, as seen in the 2 cm, C-configuration VLA image of Felli et al. (1993b; see their Fig. 6 ). The total 3.6 cm flux density of this structure inside a region of 6.
′′ 3 × 1. ′′ 9 is ∼20 mJy. We have used a calibrated Hβ image of Orion (O'Dell & Doi 1999; O'Dell, Peimbert, & Peimbert 2003) to derive that the Hβ flux inside the same region, after correcting for the extended background, is ∼ 4.5 × 10 −12 ergs cm −2 s −1 . The extinction correction at this position is C(Hβ) = 0.58 , which implies an extinction-corrected flux of ∼ 1.7 × 10 −11 ergs cm −2 s −1 . Assuming that the emission originates in ionized hydrogen with an electron temperature of 10 4 K that is optically thin in the radio, and following Caplan & Deharveng (1986) we find that the Hβ flux implies a 3.6 cm flux density of ∼45 mJy, about a factor of 2 higher than the value measured by us. This discrepancy could be due to an overestimation of the extinction correction, to the radio emission being optically-thick, or to the gas being unusually cold (∼3000 K). A similar discrepancy has been found in the comparison of radio and optical data of some Herbig-Haro objects (Pravdo et al. 1985; Anglada et al. 1992) . None of the explanations seems attractive. The extinction is smoothly changing in this region and our estimate should be adequate. The peak temperature brightness of the filament is modest, T B ≃ 150 K, suggesting that we are observing optically-thin free-free emission. We also considered the contrast-decrease effect caused by the ambient H II region (Pastor, Cantó, & Rodríguez 1991; Henney, García-Díaz, & Kurtz 2001) , but the average free-free opacity of Orion at 3.6 cm is ∼0.1 and this effect is too small to explain the discrepancy.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the analysis of sensitive, high angular resolution (0.
′′ 3) VLA observations at 3.6 cm toward the Orion region of recent star formation. Our main two conclusions are summarized below: 1) In a region of 4 ′ × 4 ′ around the Orion Trapezium we detect a total of 77 compact 3.6 cm sources, of which 39 are new centimeter detections. We briefly discuss the characteristics of these sources and of their counterparts at other bands.
2) In the OMC-1S region we detect three faint sources that may be related to the sources that power the multiple outflows that emanate from this region. Dell & Wong (1996) . Sources 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, and 77 fall outside the region shown. The triangles (△) indicate time-variable sources, the diamonds (3) indicate non variable sources, and the circles (•) indicate faint sources detected in the averaged image (see Table 3 ). The positions of the radio sources is at the center of the symbols. 
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